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Disclaimer
This disclaimer applies to this presentation and the information contained in it (the “Presentation”). By reading this disclaimer you agree to be bound by it.
Important notice and disclaimer: This Presentation contains a general summary of the activities Marley Spoon AG and its subsidiaries (”Marley Spoon”). This Presentation does not purport to be complete and is to be read in
conjunction with all other announcements filed with the Australian Securities Exchange (ASX), including Marley Spoon’s full year results 2018 and half year results 1H 2019 filed with the ASX. Information in this Presentation is
current as at the date of this Presentation and remains subject to change without notice. Financial information in this Presentation is unaudited. Marley Spoon does not warrant the accuracy, adequacy or reliability of the
information in this Presentation and, to the maximum extent permitted by law, disclaims any and all liability and responsibility flowing from the use of or reliance on such information by any person.
Not an offer or financial product advice: This Presentation is not investment or financial product advice or any recommendation (nor tax, accounting or legal advice) and is not intended to be used as the basis for making an
investment decision. In providing this Presentation, Marley Spoon has not considered the objectives, financial position or needs of any particular recipients. Each recipient should consult with its professional adviser(s), conduct
its own investigation and perform its own analysis in order to satisfy themselves of the accuracy and completeness of the information, statements and opinions contained in this Presentation. This Presentation does not
constitute an offer to issue or sell securities or other financial products in any jurisdiction. The distribution of this Presentation outside Australia may be restricted by law.
Forward looking statements: This Presentation contains forward looking statements and comments about future events, which reflect Marley Spoon’s intent, belief or expectation as at the date of this Presentation. Such forward
looking statements may include forecast financial and operating information about Marley Spoon, its projects and strategies and statements about the industries and locations in which Marley Spoon operates. Forward looking
statements can be identified by forward-looking terminology including, without limitation, “expect”, “anticipate”, “likely”, “intend”, “should”, “could”, “may”, “predict”, “plan”, “propose”, “will”, “believe”, “forecast”, “estimate”,
“target” and other similar expressions within the meaning of securities laws of applicable jurisdictions. Indications of, and guidance or outlook on, future earnings or financial position or performance are also forward looking
statements. Forward looking statements involve inherent known and unknown risks, uncertainties and contingencies, both general and specific, many of which are beyond Marley Spoon’s control, and there is a risk that such
predictions, forecasts, projections and other forward looking statements will not be achieved. Actual results may be materially different from those expressed or implied. Forward looking statements are provided as a general
guide only and should not be relied on as an indication, representation or guarantee of future performance. Undue reliance should not be placed on any forward looking statement. Marley Spoon does not undertake to update or
review any forward looking statements and/or this Presentation.
Past performance: Past performance should not be relied upon as (and is not) an indication or guarantee of Marley Spoon’s future performance or condition.
Financial data: All financial amounts contained in this Presentation are expressed in EUR, unless otherwise stated. Any discrepancies between totals and sums of components in tables and figures contained in this Presentation
are due to rounding.
Non-IFRS measures: Throughout this Presentation, Marley Spoon has included certain non-IFRS financial information, including EBITDA, Pro Forma EBITDA, NPATA, GTV, GWP and Gross Sales. Marley Spoon believes that these nonIFRS financial and operating measures provide useful information to recipients for measuring the underlying operating performance of Marley Spoon’s business. Non-IFRS measures like any financial information in this
Presentation have not been subject to audit.
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Marley Spoon changes the way people cook…

is bringing delightful, market-fresh and easy cooking
back to the people.

1.45M total orders in 1H19

55% revenue growth in 1H19 vs 1H18

Profitable unit economics

91% revenue from repeat customers in 1H19

Active in 6 countries

>15,000 recipes developed
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Vision
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Vision
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Marley Spoon is a Source-to-order Supply Chain

Customer acquisition
Strong number of
referrals and
marketing strategy

Customer data insight
Enabling customer-centric
menu creations

Data driven marketing and
product development

Preference for
direct sourcing
Ingredients from
producers with
others from trusted
suppliers

Efficient in-house
“source-to-order”
manufacturing
Focused on excellence
using standardised
processes

Outsourced logistics
For fast ‘long haul’ and
‘last mile’ delivery
to customers

Simple supply chain … in-house
manufacturing … outsourced logistics

Happy customers
From quality meal kits and
care supporting customer
retention

Customer
satisfaction

Flexibility, choice and variety

2-6

portions per
recipe

2-5
meals
per week

12-20
recipes
per week

Source: Company information
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Significant milestones in first year of ASX listing
 Reaching an annualized revenue run rate of over A$200m, based on Q2 revenue
 Building upon valuable customer insights with over 10 million delivered meals in 1H 2019
 Expanding Dinnerly market penetration in both the US and Australia
 Globally expanding menu choice to 20 weekly changing recipes for Marley Spoon and 14 for Dinnerly
 Extending the strategic partnership with Martha Stewart in the US market until 2022
 Operationalising and rolling out new manufacturing technology across Europe and Australia
 Consolidating European manufacturing centers into one centralized hub in the Netherlands
 Launching a global shared service hub in Portugal … already handling customer communications for US & AU
 Almost tripling manufacturing footprint from ~8,000 sqm to ~23,000 sqm in the US
 Reaching operating EBITDA profitability in the Australian segment in Q2 2019
 Entering into 5-yr strategic alliance with Woolworths in Australia to drive growth and synergies
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Marley Spoon grows fast in a large market
Net revenue (€ millions)

Active customers

Total orders

+55%

+38%

+58%

61.4

172K

EU
12.9

EU
32K

39.5
EU
10.7

US
27.2

1H18

AU
21.3
1H19

EU
338K

922K

EU
33K

US
81K

US
56K

US
13.7
AU
15.1

125K

1.45M

EU
283K

US
639K

US
322K
AU
59K

AU
36K
1H18

1H19

AU
317K
1H18

AU
476K
1H19

US main revenue driver with +98% … Europe and Australia also growing with solid double digit
growth … revenue growth > active customer growth indicates more repeat customers in mix
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Marley Spoons growth is based on repeat orders
Revenue from repeat customers
91%

Orders breakdown by ordinal

91%

30+
11-30
6-10
2-5
1st

2018

22%

27%

15%
23%
13%
1H19

1H19

• Track record of customer loyalty with repeat

• >60% of orders in “steady state” 6+ …

orders maintained at >90% of revenue

+2 pts year-on-year

• Focus on retaining loyal, high-value customers

• Only 13% of orders with 1st time buyers

and drive growth through repeat orders

Consistently high repeat % in addition to strong topline growth, higher than other e-commerce
models … most revenue with very loyal customers … both measures stable/improving over time
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Stable CACs and retention supporting path to profitability
Marketing
expenses

€18m deployed in 1H19 at stable acquisition costs (CACs) of €66

Active
customer
growth

Up 38% year on year to 172K as at 30 June 2019

Retain high
value
customers

91% of revenue from repeat customers and
increased basket size per customer

Growth via
recurring
revenue

Revenue up 55% vs PCP to
annualized run rate of >A$200m

Increased
marketing
efficiency
10

Marketing/revenue improved
3pts to 29% in 1H 2019
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Improvement in contribution margin
Global contribution margin (% of revenue)
Key developments by segment
• AU sustained best-in-class CM of 33% … operating EBITDA positive for
the first time in Q2

22%

18%

21%

• Significant YOY improvement in US operations with increase to 21% in
1H 2019, up from 13% in 1H 2018 due to purchasing benefits and
increased manufacturing productivity

24%

• Consolidation of German into the Netherlands manufacturing centre,
together with rollout of new manufacturing technology led to 1% drop
in CM in 1H 2019 for European segment to 17%

13%

1H17

2H17

1H18

2H18

1H19

Expecting margin improvements to continue … US scaling benefits … AU
Woolworths synergies … EU stabilization after site consolidation
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Building a scalable and defendable D2C Platform
Data & Personalisation
Driving ARPU via retention and cross/up-selling
Driving supply chain efficiency due to improved demand prediction
Centralised Data Warehouse

Technology Layer
Digital direct-to-consumer brand experience platform
Centralised product development (menu) platform
Global ERP platform

Global scale

Barriers to entry

Aggregated customer behavior and taste data

Manufacturing Core
Mass product customisation
Driving productivity increases
Quality improvements to compete on service reliability
Patent pending 3rd generation manufacturing process (EU & AUS, US by 2020)
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1H 2019 Results highlights
Revenue
run-rate
>A$200m

55% growth in 1H 2019 on PCP …
run-rate based on €32M Q2 revenue

CM increased
to 24%

New
manufacturing
technology

Guidance confirmation:
CM expected to reach mid to high 20s in 2019
Rolled out in EU & Australia … foundation
for future scalability & personalization

Australia
profitability

Australia profitable on operating EBITDA basis in Q2 …
entered into Woolworths partnership, actions underway

Profitable by
2020

Operating EBITDA margin improved 8 pts YOY … guidance
confirmation: Operating EBITDA profitability by 2020

1 Operating EBITDA means earnings before interest, tax, depreciation and amortisation, excluding non-cash share based expenses, significant items of income
and expenditure that are the result of an isolated, nonrecurring event such as certain impairments, and intercompany charges
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Vision

Company Contacts

Investor Relations

Fabian Siegel (CEO)
Julian Lange (CFO)

Katie Mackenzie
marleyspoon@we-buchan.com
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